Unit 1 Global Tapestry Project
c. 1200 to 1450 CE
8-10% of the Exam

Group Topics
1. East Asia
2. Dar al-Islam
3. South and Southeast Asia
4. State building in the Americas
5. State building in Africa
6. Europe

What to do:
- Introduce yourself to your group members and share contact information.
- Create a google slide and share with Mr. Waddell lwaddell@tempeunion.org
- Read the content assigned to your topic.
- Watch the Heimler History video assigned to your topic.
- Identify and answer the Kbat questions that go with your topic.
What’s in your google slide presentation?
- Keep it brief, no slide amount requirement.
- Include a map of the region. This site has a lot of good
maps.https://www.freeman-pedia.com/global-tapestry-12001450
- Answers to the learning targets assigned.
- Answer any and all Unit 1 Kbat questions that go with your topic.
- Pictures! Lots of them.
- Provide one primary source from your topic so we get a better understanding of
what it was like.
- Quiz us! Create 3-5 questions that make us reflect on the content. Feel free to
have us write responses in the chat box, call on us, or create a kahoot.

1. East Asia - read the article China’s Age of Invention. Watch Heimler’s History
1.1Learning Target: Explain the effects of Chinese cultural traditions on East Asia over
time. Explain the effects of innovation on the Chinese economy over time.
2. Dar al-Islam - read the article How Early Islamic Societies Advanced Medicine.
Watch Heimler History Dar al-Islam Learning Target: Explain the causes and effects of
the rise of Islamic states over time. Explain the effects of intellectual innovation in Dar alIslam.

3. South and Southeast Asia - read the article Southeast Asia in World History and
watch the Heimler’s History State Building in India and South East Asia Learning
Target: Explain how various belief systems and practices of South and Southeast Asia
affected society over time. Explain how and why various states of South and Southeast
Asia developed and maintained power over time.
4. State building in the Americas - read AMSCO 1.4 section and watch Heimler
History State Building in the Americas Learning Target: Explain how and why states in
the Americas developed and changed over time. Include a few of the following states:
Maya city-states § Mexica § Inca § Chaco § Mesa Verde § Cahokia
5. State building in Africa - read AMSCO 1.5 and watch Heimler History State
Building in the Americas and Africa. Learning target: Explain how and why states
in Africa developed and changed over time. Include the following states: Great
Zimbabwe § Ethiopia § Hausa kingdoms
6. Europe - read AMSCO 1.6 and watch Heimler History Developments in Europe.
Learning Target: Explain how the beliefs and practices of the predominant
religions in Europe affected European society. Explain the causes and
consequences of political decentralization in Europe from c. 1200 to c. 1450.

Grade
-

Peer review - you will give your peers a rating from 1-5 based on how well they
contributed to the group. 5 points
Google slides (see above directions) 25 points
Presentation - everyone must contribute to the presentation part of the project.
Be prepared to unmute and speak up. 5 points
Let’s be honest, presentations can be boring… so be sure to include kbat
answers for us! 5 points

40 Total points

